Practical information
One venue Luxembourg Chamber of Commerce
7, rue Alcide de Gasperi
L-2981 Luxembourg

Two days

November 12 & 13, 2019

Four
highlights

Network & Cloud Security
On November 12 - 9:00 am to 4:00 pm
LUNOG2
On November 12 - late afternoon
Sunset Eve
On November 12 - 6:30 pm to 11:00 pm
E-commerce & Digitalisation
On November 13 - 9:00 am to 3:00 pm

Bilingual event in English & French,
live interpretation available.

Organiser: LU-CIX ASBL
4, rue A. Graham Bell
L-3235 Bettembourg
www.lu-cix.lu
Contact: event@lu-cix.lu
Website: www.luxembourg-internet-days.com

Now in its sixth edition, the Luxembourg Internet Days event,
with its inimitable technical and pragmatic approach, is an
unmissable occasion for ICT professionals to gather, learn
and share on two hot topics with trendsetters and sector
experts.
Designed around keynote speeches and interactive
discussions along with a focused exhibition area, the event
attracts an increasing number of visitors from the Greater
Region and beyond.
The two themes for 2019 will be Network & Cloud Security
on November 12 and E-commerce & Digitalisation on
November 13; both are very sensitive topics, fundamentally
interdependent and vital for the economy in general. This
year, the organisers have chosen to put Luxembourg’s
neighbour France in the spotlight, for both its strong

involvement in the fight against cybercrime and its inspiring
technological dynamism.
The increasingly rich agenda will also offer open and focused
workshop sessions given by expert partners to help participants
get practical and concrete answers to their questions or situation.
Following the success of the LUNOG1 (LUxembourg Network
Operator Group) launch event in 2018, LUNOG2 will be held
this year with the participation of partners such as RIPE NCC on
November 12 afternoon.
Join us in Luxembourg, the trusted ICT Hub at the heart of Europe
and enjoy an enriching gathering!

Claude Demuth
Secretary of LU-CIX ASBL

Marco Houwen
Chairman of LU-CIX ASBL

Luxembourg Internet Days is one venue, two days and the best opportunity to feel the pulse of the ICT sector in
Luxembourg, the Greater Region, and beyond.
With its unique and successful design, the Luxembourg Internet Days has become a “must” event for ICT professionals and experts.
Gathering more than 1,100 visitors over two days for conferences with around a dozen keynote speakers, high-level interactive
discussions, challenging showcase presentations and a full exhibition hall, LU-CIX is proud to present the 2019 edition of the
region’s first real cross-media and cross-industry event from ICT to ICT professionals, dedicated to the Internet relative and Digital
dedicated ecosystems.

Participants can expect:
- Keynote speeches by sector experts,
- Panel discussions,
- Showcase presentations,
- A 50-booth exhibition hall (1),

- 50-min workshop sessions with sector experts,
- Business speed-dating (2),
- Sunset Eve, the unique networking evening (3),…

Two days - two audience :
On November 12
The day is directed primarily at CEOs, Administrative
Directors, business executives, CTO, CIO, CISO and any
decision makers from big groups or SMEs looking for
solutions to their Network or Cloud Security challenges.
On November 13
Are expected leaders from all businesses of all sizes
and sectors, from European institutions to craftsmen,
IT directors, CISOs, DPOs, marketing or communication
managers, security consultants, etc.

SPECIAL IN 2019
On November 12
Network & Cloud Security – from 9:00 am to 4:00 pm
The focus will be on means and solutions for secure Digital
Network Architecture: how to secure, monitor and analyse
Networks in order to identify and prevent suspicious
activities and malicious behaviour on Networks and ways
to the Cloud.
LUNOG2 – late afternoon
Following the success of LUNOG1, a second edition of this
event will take place in partnership with RIPE NCC. LUNOG2
is open to all LUNOG platform members (LUxembourg
Network Operator Group) as well as to any person
interested in Network and system management.

On 13 November
E-commerce & Digitalisation – from 9:00 am to 3:00 pm
A day to inform professionals about technical best practices related
to their presence on the Internet, in the fields of safety, compliance
with GDPR, changes on geo-blocking and more. The session will
look at how integrating the challenges related to the visibility on
the web has become crucial, whether for commercial or corporate
websites.
Focused workshops will be given by sector experts during the
two days (4).

A FREE EVENT
Registration is subject to validation by the organisers.
Priority is given to professional end users and decision
makers, operations and experts in charge of security and
web presence in companies as well as partners of the
event.

Sunset Eve – from 6:30 pm to 11:00 pm
This networking evening is a great opportunity for all
participants to gather and share some valuable time with the
event’s guest keynote speakers and international experts.

EVENT PARTNER COUNTRY : FRANCE
As a leading nation when it comes to the fight against cyberattacks and the securing of Networks, France is expertly
positioned to encourage government and SMEs’ creativity
to combat cybercrime.
The nation’s dedicated involvement in this key domain also
generates innovative initiatives gathered under the French
Tech umbrella, for instance, and provides an insightful

of the prodigious advances that digitalisation allows.
A space within the Expo will be reserved for French companies
wishing to create opportunities to explore new or strengthen
existing cross-border collaborations.
Stands with a favourable rate are available on request and subject
to availability.

(1) Booth spaces and presentation slots are limited in number! Contact the organisers
as soon as possible to book yours.
For French companies, 2-day booths are provided at a special rate upon request and
depending on demand and availability.
(2) Business speed-dating tool available from end-September for all registered participants; registration at www.luxembourg-internet-days.com
(3) Paid admission upon reservation at event@lu-cix.lu
(4) Check out the event agenda on the website
For more information visit, www.luxembourg-internet-days.com

